
The Basics: Good Common Paper types and uses
Pound - The industry defines pound as the basis weight of a 500-sheet ream of the paper at its basic size. 
This measurement is often stated using “#,” the pound symbol. (For example, 500 sheets of 20# paper 
weigh 20 pounds.)

Point - Point (or caliper point) refers to the thickness of an individual sheet of paper when measured with a 
micrometer (e.g. 20pt). Papers measured in points are typically “board grade” paper which are slightly 
lower quality than paper measured in pounds. Thicker papers have higher point designations.

Cover - Cover stocks are heavier, somewhat rigid and not easily folded. These paper types are best for 
publication covers, business cards, greeting cards, folders, and postcards. They can have coated or uncoat-
ed finishes.

Getting Specific:Common Paper types and uses
80# Gloss Text

This is standard glossy paper stock, about as thick as a light magazine cover. The shiny finish provides an 
excellent opaque base for rich process color printing. This is a very popular stock for brochure printing, 
catalog Inserts, flyers, posters, etc.

80# Gloss Cover

As a “cover” stock, this paper is stiff, about like a postcard or baseball card. This stock is coated with a 
glossy finish, making photographs and other images look beautiful. Standard uses: durable, heavy-weight 
Brochures, Catalog Covers, Product Spec Sheets.

80# Dull/Matte Text

This stock is finely coated with a non-gloss finish. It provides an excellent opaque base for easy to read, 
crisp typography. Standard Uses: Brochures, Newsletters, Catalog Inserts, and Flyers, etc.

80# Dull/Matte Cover

Most dull/matte cover is a typically around a 9 PT cover stock with a smooth, non-shiny coating. It is well 
suited for detailed, crisp printing without sacrificing the ability to easily write on the paper. Often selected 
with the 80# dull/matte text option for inside your catalog or booklet piece.

100# Gloss Text

Similar to the 80# gloss text, but 25% thicker and heavier, for a more substantial feeling piece. Standard 
uses: Brochures, Information Sheets, Direct mail pieces, Posters, Door Hangers, etc.

120# Dull/Matte Cover

This typically has a smooth, non-shiny coating. It is well suited for detailed, crisp printing without sacri-
ficing the ability to easily write on the paper. An excellent choice for Business Cards, Postcards, Note 
Cards and Greeting Cards.

70# Uncoated Text

This is typically used for stationery, envelopes and newsletters. Many common stationery stocks are not 
optimized for 4-color printing. This paper feels substantial, and is the best type of uncoated paper 
stock available for full-color printing.



24# Uncoated and 28# Uncoated

This is a standard stock commonly used for envelopes, also called White Wove. The 28# is thicker and 

heavier than the 24#.

Magnet Stock or Magnetic Paper

Usually thicker- it should deliver high quality printing with excellent color reproduction and will stick to most 

metal surfaces. It’s a great choice for business cards, postcards, coupons, calendars, sport schedules, and 

menus.
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